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Key Considerations
1.

On January 20, 2018, technical indications gave
an extraordinarily bullish longer-term signal only
experienced four times in the last 60 years.

2.

Robert Lutts, Cabot’s chief investment officer, questions
whether today’s stock markets are in a bubble or secular
bullish phase.

3.

Discover which opportunities may have potential for
investors as Lutts shares his top four investment themes
for 2018.
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Bubble or Bullish?
It is no secret that stocks have increased volatility since posting a very strong January move.
What is an investor to do here? Is this a “blow off” market top, or is there more room to run
in these markets? I always watch both fundamental and technical phases of the market. On
January 20, 2018, the technical indicators have given a very bullish longer-term signal only
experienced four times in the last 60 years. This signal usually indicates that we are in the midst
of a strong move, not the end of a bullish phase. So today I interpret the technical condition of
the stock market in very positive territory. So where are the best opportunities? The easy money
has been made in large-cap growth stocks. I believe you need to be much more selective in
managing portfolios in the coming weeks and months. Here are some investment themes we
are considering 2018.
INVESTMENT THEME

INSIGHTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Emerging Markets

Financials and Energy, Environmental and Global Trade
Key Drivers: Accelerating Growth, Best Value (Russia, India, China, Nigeria
and Argentina)
Companies to Consider: Lukoil –ADR (LUKOY), Sberbank (SBRCY), HDFC Bank
(HDB) and Global X Nigeria ETF (NGE), Krane Shares China Environmental
ETF (KGRN), and Krane One Belt One Road Index (OBOR)

Energy Innovation

Solar Power
Key Drivers: Solar power is quickly becoming the low cost producer. First
Solar now has some installations producing power at 3-4 cents per KWH. The
next Series 6 technology could drive cost lower than 2 cents per KWH. This
is a game changer.
Companies to Consider: Guggenheim Solar Energy Index (TAN) – Global
exposure to top Solar companies. First Solar (FSLR) – Largest, most successful
solar company in USA.

Transportation Innovation

Electric Automobile/ Autonomous Driving / Battery Technology
Key Drivers: Consumer demand for clean cars is very high. We believe the
electric platform is a far more efficient use of energy than fossil fuels. We
believe 20 years from now 25% of all cars on the road will be electric based.
We believe Tesla (TSLA) could be a leader in this transformation. Battery
production and technology is a key in this process.
Companies to Consider: Tesla Inc. (TSLA), BYD Co LTD. (1299 HK), and Global
X Lithium and Battery Tech. ETF (LIT)

Computing Innovation

Artificial Intelligence and Block Chain Technology
Key Drivers: Computer power speed has now allowed some very innovative
software to drive something we call Artificial Intelligence, meaning computers
make decisions and perform business processes. Many expect huge increases
in efficiency and productivity. Further, new computer software block chain
technology will allow highly efficient and effective processing in many
industries.
Companies to Consider: NVIDIA (NVDA), Google/Alphabet (GOOGL),
Alibaba (BABA)
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The themes and stock picks and ETF funds above are just some of our research ideas today.
This list of recommendations is only a partial list of securities we follow. I have traveled over the
past 20 years to China, India, Poland and many other countries to find some of these companies.
We do fully expect the stock market will at times have corrective phases and you should be
aware that these are high-growth investments that, at times, will be quite volatile. We do have
confidence in the companies and the products and services; however, one needs to separate the
business evaluation from the market place evaluation. There will be a time we recognize that
the market fully reflects the future value of the companies. This management process requires
constant evaluation and review.
The author of this report, Robert T. Lutts, and his family members do have ownership in some
of the securities and funds mentioned in this report. Cabot Wealth Management (CWM) may or
may not own the securities discussed in this whitepaper. Nothing contained in this paper should
be considered a recommendation to buy or sell a specific security or sector. CWM reserves the
right to change our outlook on a specific security or sector at any time. Please consult with your
financial advisor to determine whether these securities are appropriate for you based on your
risk tolerance, goals and time frame. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. No
investment or allocation can guarantee fully against the risk of loss.”
For more information on any of these securities please contact:
ROBERT T. LUTTS
President and Chief Investment Officer
Cabot Wealth Management, Inc.
216 Essex Street | Salem, MA 01970
(800) 888-6468 | (978) 745-9233
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CONTACT US
For more information
about our services:
978-745-9233
800-888-MGMT
www. eCabot.com
info@ecabot.com
OFFICE HOURS
Monday - Friday
8:00AM - 5:00PM
Saturday - Sunday
Closed
OFFICE LOCATIONS
216 Essex Street
Salem, MA 01970
225 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110
By appointment only

Any advice or suggestion is provided for informational purposes only and is not a solicitation to purchase any
investments or services described herein. Please consult your advisor to determine if an investment strategy is
appropriate for you. Past performance of either the domestic or international markets or any specific investments
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is not predictive of future results nor will diversification alone protect from loss.

